


� First community-owned wind farm built in Australia 
� 2010 shareholders, 54% local ownership
� Co-operative structure
� 2 turbines generating since June 2011, enough to ‘power the 

town’ 
� Zero-net energy whole of Shire commitment by 2025, zero-

net emissions by 2029
� Benefit sharing model includes Community Fund, Energy 

fund, cheaper electricity for neighbours, equity for 
neighbours

� Debt paid down 10 years ahead of schedule leaving us cash-
flow positive for member returns and future projects

hepburn
wind



Current 
Projects

� Partnership on Z-NET project

� EV charging station on Vincent Street

� Donation solar – 6 solar systems delivered on 
community buildings this year

� Partnership with MASH for solar bulk buy roll out 
for residential across Hepburn Shire – 70 systems, 
$500k, 400kW confirmed 2 months in

� Partnership with Powershop to co-fund projects

� Antique micro-hydro restoration at Lake 
Daylesford

� 3MW Grid connected solar farm in planning 
permit application
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Trust 
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Locations
May – July 
2017



Context

� Zero-net energy or 100% renewable: generate enough to offset 
local consumption

� Hepburn Wind first example of a zero0-net energy town however 
no council area has delivered 100% renewable 

� Focus on 100% renewable villages with high community ownership 
and complexity partnership structure and technologies

� Interest in integrated community energy systems, with grid and 
demand management ownership approaches and strong social 
benefit



Coalition for Community Energy

The role of 
the island

ÆRØ Island



Coalition for Community Energy

The role of 
the island

Samso Island



The role of 
the region

� Taking municipality success to the regions is an active 
strategy

� Very complex to implement

� Important for bringing less capable communities along 
on the journey

� Learnings: to have a shared strategy across the region 
is very important, BUT it is equally important not to 
make the transition a top down approach

� In some examples, strategies were abandoned or lost 
community support as they weren’t designed at the 
local level 



Coalition for Community Energy

The 
importance 
of 
frameworks | 
blueprints | 
masterplans



Localised 
process – the 
Energy 
Council � Energy policy Ringkobing 2020 underpins activities

� Action plan lays out the pathway

� Energy Council drives strategy and engagement and delegates to 
working groups

� Municipality provides Energy Secretariat to assist 



Local 
government 
role 

� The role of the municipal voluntary planning 
criteria

� Council providing underwriting / long term loans 
for community investment projects

� Community Power Cornwall: £2.75M loan fund set 
up by local government, managed by CE group

� Loans made at 6.5%, Council loans funds at 4.3%

� ** local banks also offer small scale community
finance options



What’s 
happening 
in our 
Shire?





Going from 
profile > > 
baseline, the 
importance of 
bespoke 
place-based 
inventories, 
going beyond 
the global 
standard



New model: Community investment 
into commercial large-scale projectsre
Wind Farm  
co-investment model
� First large scale wind farm to open up for a public 

offer community investment in October this year -
$10m equity piece

� 270MW wind farm $580M wind farm in the New 
England area

� ‘Discovery Phase’ tested the community appetite 
with focus groups and public survey, building 
capacity of local community and designing the 
community investment vehicle 

� $7.5M pledged so far by 500 – 75% local investors
� Geographic spread will preference investors in the 

local region 
� CWP to retain control over Sapphire Wind Farm, 

investment opportunity, rather than an ownership 
opportunity. 



Thank you!

One last message:

“There can be no other target than 100%”

(Stephan Shurig at the World Future Council 
Germany)

We need stronger political leadership – we can 
push the bar by setting our own targets and 
taking action.

Think beyond the 100% renewable…


